As Training Progresses, So Does Practical Aspect

Three junior students write up case histories.

Junior students work with patients in University Hospitals to learn the practical applications of laboratory and lecture room. All work is carefully supervised by doctors.
During a series of clerkships, junior students have an opportunity to work in various areas of medicine. Here, a third-year student is conducting his clerkship in obstetrics in University Hospital.

Junior students do routine and emergency clinical work for patients especially assigned to them. Much more elaborate setup handles the large majority of laboratory examinations.

As a part of his clerkship in medicine, third-year student gives bedside care under observation of resident physician. Third and fourth year students are called "Doctor" by staff.
Dr. Howard C. Hoppe, professor of pathology, lectures a junior class, faculty members, fellows on features of tissues at weekly gross pathologic conference.

Following lectures on diets for specific conditions, students eat lunch consisting of food they'd prescribe for diabetics, etc., so they'll know what patient endures.